
Introducing EZOCEAN 



 Difficult to get a complete picture on all available services in the 
market; 

 Difficult to know which carriers are providing direct service on 
the portpair you are looking for; 

 Difficult to check alternative routing or nearby optional ports; 

 Time consuming to check each carrier’s website. Plus, it is 
difficult to combine all carriers’ information in a standard way. 

 Most third party platform are providing detailed vessel schedule 
information. Data volume is too much to summarize. Some data 
is fee-based or need registration. 

 When each carrier is using its own service code, it is difficult to 
tell whether it is shared service or not. 

Why do we need EZOCEAN 

 

     Are you frustrated on below situations when you try to find 

right carrier and right service for your cargo? 



 Difficult to compare vessel schedule by origin port departure day, 
destination port arrival day, transit time, vessel operator, vessel 
capacity, and etc. 

 Terminal information is not complete or is not easy to find.  

 Difficult to find other customers’ feedback on carrier sand their 
services.  

 

     Are you frustrated when you try to find a suitable vessel 

schedule for your ready-to-ship cargo? 

     In sum, information on carrier service and schedule is scattered and it is 
difficult to gather and compare. To provide you a one-stop information 

searching experience, we are presenting EZocean.com. 

Why do we need EZOCEAN 



Three functions: 

 
 Service Search: Check all available services in the market, compare their strength 

and weakness, fully evaluate carrier and its service by referring to other users’ 
comments. 

 
 Schedule Search: Check suitable vessel schedule by comparing their departure day, 

destination arrival day, transit time, terminal, vessel operator, vessel capacity, and 
etc.  

 
 Comments:  Refer to other users’ feedback or write your own comments. 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 



 Current data covers four trades. You can click on four yellow bars to 
check services in each trade. 

 Main page has a popular port to port search bar. You can switch 
between searching by service and by schedule.  

 Port name input could be key words in the name or code. System will 
quickly provide choices to select. 

 Recently searched six records will be kept on the screen for future 
repeated use. 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 



 Read our analysis and reports. We will publish our observations 
on service, on schedule change, on market change, and etc. 

 Click on “See All” for all our reports listed in Analysis & Report 
page. 

 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 



Four methods to search service 

 Port to Port Search: Input origin port and destination port to get result; 
carrier’s code on the same service is combined. 

 Search by Carrier: Input origin port and destination port to get result; 
carrier is listed in separate line even for the same service. 

 Search by Trade: No need to input port; just click on specific trade to see all 
services. Sub-trade item will be shown. 

 Search by Port: Input origin port or destination port to see all services 
calling this port. Easy to compare service by day or by terminal.  

 

 

“Service”page 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 



 

“Service”page 

 Result can be filtered by origin departure day, by destination arrival 
day, by transit time, and by capacity. 

 Pick service to compare by clicking left square. 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 



 Selected services are compared in a standard format by certain factors. 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 



 Click on the triangle to expand a full routing with terminal info. 

 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 

“Service”page 



 Click on Carrier(Service  code) to link to schedule. 

 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 

“Service”page 



 Click on comments icon to see comments from carrier or 
EZocean or other users’. Write your comments as well, and it 
will be published after EZocean’s approval. 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 

“Service”page 



 Search by Carrier is almost the same as Search by Port to Port; 

 The only difference is to show carrier one by one even they share the same 
service. Service code is no longer combined together. 

 This search is suitable for user with certain carriers in mind. 
 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 

“Service”page 



 Search by Trade: No need to input port pair. Just select a trade to see 
all available services in this trade. Filter data further by Carrier, Sub-
trade, or Consortium. 

 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 

“Service”page 



 Search by Port: Input Origin Port or Destination Port to find all 
available services calling this port. Further sort result by Departure 
/Arrival Day, by Terminal, and by Capacity. 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 

“Service”page 



 Four methods for Schedule Search as well. Search by Vessel replaces 
Search by Trade. 

  Date Range replaces Day selection. 

 Terminal  abbreviation  for both origin and destination ports. 
 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 

“Schedule”page 



 Click on the triangle to see all ports’ schedule on the loop plus terminal 
full name.  

 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 

“Schedule”page 



 Click “Comments” menu to select a carrier and then check comments 
for all services under this carrier. 

 Read and Write comments. 
 

 How to browse EZOCEAN 

“Comment”page 



 EZocean team belongs to Kline Changsha Data Processing Co. Ltd., a subsidiary 
company of Kline China Co. Ltd. We have been serving ocean carrier’s data 
outsourcing for many years.  

 

 We know the logic how to make long term schedule, and we use database to generate 
schedule after processing carriers’ service information. We do manual checking to 
catch up updates on long term schedule.  

 

 We use consortium concept when we organize and compare each carrier’s data. 
 

 ezocean.com data layout and searching method is very user friendly. 

 

 ezocean.com is free. No registration is needed. 
 

 In the future we will add inland routing guidance and terminal information. 
 

 We can provide API service to connect your system to provide service and schedule 
information to help with real time pricing and space management. 

EZOCEAN Product & Service 

 


